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The ubiquitous semantic web: Promises, progress and challenges
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BOWL: augmenting the Semantic Web with beliefs
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Context-driven concept search across web ontologies using keyword queries

Event and strategy analytics
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Grass: An efficient method for RDF subgraph matching

Observation, communication and intelligence in agent-based systems

R2O2: An efficient ranking-based reasoner for OWL ontologies

A meta-reasoner to rule them all: Automated selection of OWL reasoners based on efficiency

Event analytics

How long will it take? Accurate prediction of ontology reasoning performance

The mobile semantic web

The ubiquitous semantic web: Promises, progress and challenges
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Two decades of Web application testing: A survey of recent advances

An ontology-centric architecture for extensible scientific data management systems
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Visualization of large ontologies with landmarks
A rigorous characterization of classification performance: A tale of four reasoners
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Predicting reasoning performance using ontology metrics

Integrating software engineering data using semantic web technologies

Using semantic web technologies to build a community-driven knowledge curation platform for the skeletal dysplasia domain

Scale-out RDF molecule store for efficient, scalable data integration and querying

Discovering anomalies in semantic web rules

Measuring design complexity of semantic web ontologies

PODD - Towards an extensible, domain-agnostic scientific data management system

PODD: An ontology-driven data repository for collaborative phenomics research
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Towards a semantic & domain-agnostic scientific data management system
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An integrated formal approach to semantic work environments design

Correctness criteria for normalization of semistructured data

Enhancing semantic web services with inheritance

Scalable semantics - The silver lining of cloud computing

Extended abstract: Towards verifying semistructured data

Belief-augmented OWL (BOWL) - Engineering the semantic web with beliefs

Verifying feature models using OWL

A Z approach in validating ORA-SS data models

Reasoning about ORA-SS data models using the semantic web

Research into verifying semistructured data

Semantic web languages - Towards an institutional perspective

Validating semistructured data using OWL
Institution morphisms for relating OWL and Z

TCOZ approach to OWL-s process model design

A tools environment for developing and reasoning about ontologies

Formal semantics and verification for feature modeling

Soundness proof of Z semantics of OWL using institutions

Verify feature models using Protege-OWL

Verifying OWL and ORL ontologies in PVS

Visualizing and simulating semantic web services ontologies

TCOZ approach to semantic web services design

A combined approach to checking web ontologies

Verifying DAML+OIL and beyond in Z/EVES

XML-based static type checking and dynamic visualization for TCOZ
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